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INVESTIGATION OF CONTRAST DEGENERACY WITH 
INCREASING SCATTER CONCENTRATION FOR A WATER 

MEDIUM WHEN ILLUMINATED WITH AND 
WITHOUT A CIRCULARLY POLARIZED SOURCE ,..   ^ u u C 

by 

Gary D.Gilbert 

Systems Development Department 

ABSTRACT. Luminous flux returns were measured from a black and white 
painted 5-inch x Vi-inch aluminum target placed in a water filled 60 x 30 x 25 cm 
aquarium illuminated by an external circularly polarized (CP) tungsten projector 
lamp. Simultaneously, apparent background flux containing backscatter from the 
illuminating beam was measured with and without a circular analyzer on the Model 
2000 Gamma-Scientific telephotometer. Turbidity of the water was controlled by 
adding varied sizes of polystyrene latex spheres of relative refractive index m ■ 1.20. 
Contrasts were determined as a function of particle diameter and amount concen- 
tration for six discrete-size spheres ranging from 0.126 microns to 1.099 microns 
and three size distributions from 6 to 100 microns. 

A ratio comparison of the contrasts showed a definite improvement for the smaller 
diameter spheres, d i 0.557 microns with circularly polarized light. There was only 
a slight contrast improvement for the 0.796 micron spheres and no improvement 
for the 1.099 micron spheres. Contrast degraded for CP illuminated scattering 
from spheres in the 6 to 100 micron diameter range. Considering the ocean's 
natural scatterers distribution, circular polarization will probably most improve 
contrast in the vertical region from the lower euphotic zone to a few meters above 
bottom. 

This report is a facsimile of a thesis prepared in partial satisfaction of the require- 
me ts for a master's degree of science in engineering. It is published at the working 
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FOREWORD 

This rtudy was one of a series of investigations made toward extending 
the effective visibility range of underwater photography and television 
systems. NWC personnel performed the study using Naval Weapons Center 
equipment; the author then used the information gleaned from the inves- 
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INTtjODÜC'OION 

Chapter One 

In conjunction with the procurement of the optical 

sensor suite for the U. S« Navy's Deep Submergence' Rescue 

Vehicle, fund3 were allocated to the Naval Weapons Center 

(MAVV.TNSCEN), China Lake,   California to conduct a study of 

otate-of-the-art methods to extend the effective vioibillty 

range of underwater photography and television systems. 

The operational depth at which the vehicle Is to oper- 

ate is far below the photic layer where natural illunrlnr.t.U'ii 

penetrates. This impliec that all systems investigated 

needed seme type of artificial light source together with 

the photo-sensitive receiver. 

1 • Sufiimary of the Underv'ater Vislbilily Prob] en 

It soon became apparent that there are two limita- 

tions to visibility range for underwater viewing systeas« 

Tor  very clear mote-free waters, as might be found at middle 

ocean depths, the range at which an object may be seen and/ 

or photographed is dependent only on the illumination level 

that the light source can provide at the object« This Is 

called the absorption or power limited ease« Her« the 

sl;:nö"> informotlon power returned to the receiver is lesr. 

than the- rei-e.'ver's detectable power threshold« An Increase 

In source power would produce an increase in viewing renne. 

' 
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The second case occurs in more turbid water - 

rivers, lakes, coastal waters, surface waters in areas of 

upv/elling nutrients, bottom waters with disturbed sediment. 

In these situations scatterers and motes in the water be- 

tween the optical source-receiver combination and the object 

to be viewed backscatter light flux from the source Into the 

receiver. This causes a photon haze or fog to appear. The 

apparent contrast of the object to its background is reduced 

and the object disappears into the haze. This apparent con- 

trast Cr is quantitatively expressed as 

Cr=   (tA/r - kNr}/ bNr 

where (as shown in Fig. 1) thJr     apparent target radiance 

at distance r from target t and bNr     apparent radiance of 

background b at distance r from target t (^,5). The ap- 
i 

parent background radiance is given by 

where Tr ■ transmittance of image forming rays through path 

length r, i,N0   = inherent background radiance In object plane 

(see Fig.l), and A/* = path radiance caused by ambient light 

and scattered source light seen In length r of the receiver 

field of view (see Fig. 2). Hence, apparent contrast can be 

written as - 
Cr - r,A/, - t V, )/( Tr iN, * N?) . 

For most cases, when r is greater than one attonua- 

tion length, A^* » 7^. bNo .  Aay reduction .1n Np* causes a 

significant Increase in Cr, The scattering process limits 

i 



contrast by scattering; light from the source field Into the 

receiver field of view, causing the path radiance Nr* to 

become large. This causes the apparent target contrast to 

approach zero as the distance r becomes greater. This Is 

called the backscatter or contrast limited case. Here the 

return power from the object is well above the receiver's 

power threshold but is not separable from the velllnc back- 
- 

ground luminance.  An Increase In power produces no Increase 

in range, and may even result In a decrear-e If the receiver 

Is pushed Into a saturation condition. 

To alleviate this backscatter limited case various 

methods and systems were Investigated to gate, filter, cr 

otherwise decrease the amount of veiling luminance that 

reached the receiver. These Included the use of circular 

polarizing filters on the source and receiver, a technique 

borrowed from atmospheric radar technology. 
■ 

2.  Previous Work With Circular Polarizers 

The use of circular polarizing filters for reduc- 

ing backscatter and improving contrast underwater was veri- 

fied experimentally in a 24 x 6 -x 6 m floating plastic tank 

at the USKOTO Morris Dam Torpedo Test Ranee in April 1966 

(7). 

In the tests, underwater targets were llluin.1nF.ted, 

photographed, and photornetered, both with and without the 

use of Un:  circular polarization technique.  The raearured 

i^^m**  ■■■i ■■  ;■ i ! n ■ ■■■ ,■  - ■ --n-iM.r    ■ ■ ---■• '  ' ^  
i- ■ ■ — '-■ 
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Fig. 1.  Geometric represent&tioxi of tnrget and background 
radiance traversing distance r to receiver. 

T«r««t 

■ 

Fig.   2. 

w;. A-N*. dr Whvr«   N* t's Qmhitni  r«</<«nc« «t « p*i'ftf 

Representation of path radiance in field of view of 
receiver caused by ambient light field and scattered 
flux. 
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luminances obtained were tabulated, and the average contrüst 

improvement resulting from the use of the circular polariza- 

tion technique was calculated for a white target against lt^ 

background and a black target against Its background.  The 

contrast Improvement ratios varied from 19.5 for the white 

target to 5.26 for the black target.  Circular polarization 

doubled the range at which the test object could be photo- 

graphed in the tank. The general trend was a significant 

Improvement in apparent contrast with the use of the circu- 

lar polarization technique. Experimental laboratory work 

using artificial scatterers of 0.13/4 diameter from the Naug- 

atuck Chemical Corporation, also performed in 1966, showed 

the same backscatter reduction. 

However, swimmer visual observations were also mridc 

at coastal beach and surf locations. A hand-held circular]^ 

polarized underwater lamp and glass face mask were used by 

the swimmer. No large apparent Increase in object contrasts 

or visibility ranges were observed In these silty waters. 

In this preliminary work it soon became apparent 

that for every situation where CP light improved contrast, 

another situation would arise where it degraded contrast. 

Contrast Improvement appeared to be conditionally dependent 

on the type^:, sizes, and concentrations of scatterers in the 

water.  The world ocean has many waters which contain dif- 

ferent scattering conditions. Because of this it was thai^it 

5 
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that a controlled laboratory Investigation of CP light con- 

trast Improvement would aid more in determining limits of 

usefulness, i.e., scatterer size and concentration, than 

would a few more expensive shipboard experiments. 

3•  Purpose of Present Work 

The purpose of this report Is twofold: 

a. To describe an optical engineering study in- 

volvlng laboratory contrast measurements, and 

b. To estimate from the laboratory study regions 
■ 

of the ocean where circular polarization might aid under- 

water visibility. 

In order to predict the usefulness of Increasing 

visibility by improving contrast with circular polarization 

it was necessary to compare unpolarlzer) Jightlng with CP 

light In the laboratory under a variety of controlled 

scattering conditions. The size ond concentration ranges 

of the scatterers used In the laboratory were chosen to 

duplicate the ranges of natural scatterers as determined by 

a literature search. While current chemical technology can 

supply a collection of well determined sizes covering the 

range of natural scatterers, there is no similar choice of 
■ 

refractive Indices,    The relative refractive index of the 

experimental spherical scatterers was m = 1.20,   a value near 

the upper limit of refractive Indices  for marine scatterers. 

An estimation was made of the effectiveness of CP 

------        i imr- ^.m. 
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light for contrast Ir.iprovement In different ecological re- 

gions of the ocean.  The literature was searched concerning 

the mechanisms of light transmission, absorption, and 

scattering in the ocean.  Specific Information Including 

the types, sizes, refractive Indices, and probable location 

of particles was gathered.  This was combined with the lab- 

oratory work to qualitatively predlc possible areas of CP 

light contrast Improvement In the oceans. 

ilMMMtMrt   .... :   ^ a^MM^M ^ 



CIRCULAR POLABIZATION FOR 

IMPROVINQ UNDERWATER VISIBILITY 

Chapter Two 

1. Description and Production of Circularly Polarized 

Light 

Circularly polarized light  Is an optical  wave In 

which an electric vector of constant amplitude rotates about 

the direction of propagation at  the  optical  radiation fre- 

quency  (2).    By optical   convention.   If the direction  of ro- 

tation appears clockwise to an observer looking Into the 

direction from which the licht is propagated,  the light is 

called right-handedly circularly polarized;   if counterclock- 

wise left-handedly circularly polarized.    In practice, 

polarized polychromatic  light may be mode into "quasi"- 

circularly polarized light with a commercial   circular polar- 

izing filter, i.e.,  a dichrolc linear polarizer cemented to 

a commercial i wave retarder at an angle of 45° between the 

orthogonal  slow and fast  axis of the retarder.    The spectral 

region for which the retarder is a i- wave plate is ImBSSM, 

at the middle of the visible spectrum,  for Polaroid Corpora- 

tion HNCP 37 CP material. 

The unpolarlzed  polychromatic light upon par.sage 

through the dlchroic polarizer becomes linearly polarized; 

one-half of this linear polarized light is projected onto 
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the fnst axis rnd one-half onto the slow axis of the retardcr. 

The slow axis light is retarded from the fast axis by £ wave, 

and the resultant polychromatic electric vector of the light 

leaving the retarder Is circularly polarized. 

When an observer views a circular polarizing filter 

from the cemented polarizer side If the retarder BIOM and 

fast axes have the positions shown In Fig. 3* the circular 

polarizer Is right handed (RHCP); if as in Fig. 4, it is 

left handed (LHCP). 

Stew 

Fig. 3 RKCP Fig,   4 LHCP 
FAST 

POUARI2H 
AXIS 

Circular polarizing filters have the property that 

only CP light  of the  same handedness as the filter will pass 

through the filter and light  of the opposite handednesc will 

be absorbed in the polarizer.     It is this property  that 

a]lows CP filters to be used to Improve underwater   visibi- 

lity. 

2.    Application to UA Contrast Improvement  (Single 

Scatter Conditions) 

With the  circular polarization technique,   an under- 

water  target Is illuminated by a source of right-handed  (or 

left-handed)  circularly polarized  li'^ht located some dis- 

tance   from the target  (Fig.  5).    A receiver,  with a right- 

handed   (or left-handed)  circular analyzer mounted at the 

mm. — -—   -    -■   ■    ■ _■_. i       i i    ~  
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entrance pupil Is located near the source and Is used to 

"view" the target.  Light from the source Is scattered by 

particles in the medium Into the receiver. 

J«MT 

AMAI-YZC» 

Pig. 5» Circular polarization for elimination of back- 
scatter. 

For the following it will be assumed that mean 

diameter of the scattering particles will be much less than 

the distance between particles, i.e., single and not multi- 

ple scattering will dominate. Scattering particles in most 

ocean waters range in size from molecules with diameters 

much smaller than the wavelength of light to large organisms 

of diameters around 100^ (4, .13» 14). With respect to sea 

water, the relative refractive index range, m, of all but a 

very few material substances found in the oceem is l.O^m^ 

1.2 (l). The partlculate matter Is non-absorbing. (A more 

detailed discussion of naturally occurring partlculate 

matter will be given In Chapter Three.) 

10 
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The right-handed CP light fron the courcc travel« 

through the water toward the target.  Some of the photons 

encounter the partlculate matter In the water and are 

scattered at the angles around 180° back Into the receiver. 

The smallest particles in the water of diameter d«A will 

follow Raylelgh scattering theory and reradiate LHCP light 

into the receiver. The intermediate sized particleo d^ 

will reradiate LHCP light according to Mie scattering theory. 

(Mle theory is rigorous only for spherical scatterers.  How- 

ever, n.uch experimental work has shown that the theory holds 

for other scatterer geometries.) The large particles,d»^ , 

will follow the laws of geometrical optics. They scatter 

light back into the receiver by Fresnel reflection from the 

back outside surface or from the front Inside surface of the 

particle after refraction (Fig. 6). The RHCP source photons 

will become LHCP light upon this reflection and travel back 

to the receiver. All of the RHCP photons scattered by these 

processes will now be LHCP entering the receiver. 

Fr«*t 
Svrftce Fh0f** 

fhttt*n 

•meetK 
Ccattcriny 
PflrKcIt 

Fig. 6.    Photons reflecting externally and internally from 
smooth scattering particles. 

11 
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The  phot ones reflected dirfuaely from the target will 

have their polarization changed.  Reflection from the target 

nay be either a surface or a volume effect depending upon 

the target material being a conductor or a dielectric. A 

conducting metallic surface will return RHCP light as LHCP 

light. 

In general, most underwater objects that would 

serve as targets are coated with some sort of dielectric 

paint to resist marine corrosion. Therefore, the special 

case of a metallic reflecting surface will not be considered. 

A dielectric painted target will both specularly 

and diffusely reflect photons. The specular reflections 

will change Incident RHCP light to LHCP light. The diffuse 

reflections will be a combination of RH and LHCP light. A 

oompletely diffusing white Lambertlan surface will cause 

the reflected light to be composed of equal amounts of RH 

and LHCP light and will appear unpolarlzed (2). 

The resultant light flux reaching the receiver from 

the scattering particles is LHCP. The flux from the target 

is both RHCP and LHCP light. The receiver has a RHCP filter 

mounted at its entrance pupil so that the LHCP light from 

the scattering particles is filtered out and doesn't reach 

the receiver. The LHCP light from the target is also 

filtered. The only lifiht that passes through the analyzer 

into the receiver is the RHCP light reflected from the tar- 

get. 

12 
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Without the polarizing.filter on the receiver the 

luminance from the target is Nt consisting of KHCP and LHCP 

light; the luminance from the scatterers In the receiver's 

field of view is Njj,prevalently LHCP light. The ratio of 

target luminance to background luminance is ^/Ntf or apparent 

contrast is     C = (H/Nfc)- 1 

With the RHCP filter on the receiver the target 

luminance is reduced to approximately 0.4^ N^ because the 

LHCP is filtered out.  The LHCP backscatter luminance will 

not pass through the RHCP filter into the receiver and will 

become very small, so that N^-^O. 

Note that the apparent background luminance is the 

sum of the transmitted inherent ambient background luminance 

and the backscattered luminance from the source. For deep 

operations far from the photic zone or for night operations 

the ambient luminance may be negligibly small, and the back- 

ground is all backscatter. Using dichroic type CP filters 

on source and receiver, the apparent background luminance 

Nb will be reduced to 0.15^ of the unpolarized backscatter 

(calculated from ref. 20). Under these conditions the ratio 

of target luminance to background luminance is 300 times the 

ratio without the CP filters indicating a corresponding 

largo increase in apparent contrast. 

3, Extension to Double bnd  Multiple Scattering Cases 

The validity of the preceding explanation for the 

13 
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reduction of backacatter with the CP light depends on the 

assumption of a predominance of single scattering.  The 

value of the optical depth of the water may be uned to In- 

dicate the prevalent type of scattering (26). Optical depth 

Is defined as «r the product of «, the volume attenuation 

coefficient and r, the optical path length. If the optical 

depth has a value «r<0.1, then single scattering occurs; if 

0.1<«r <o.3 double scattering and if ar >0.3 multiple 

scattering. 

The effects of double scattering or multiple 

scattering upon polarization are not precisely know. How- 

ever, some comments may be made concerning a probable pre- 

cess by which backscattering will occur in double and multi- 

ple scattering media. 

The scattering coefficient, <r(e), is a differential 

volume scattering function related to S, the total scattering 

function. S is the amount of light leaving a collimated 

light beam by scattering per unit length of beam travel. 

0-(6) is the angular differential of S with respect to solid 

angle, or 

S. ISS(B)***4* (23,24,25). 

Units of o-(e)  are In/meter  •   steradian.   or(©) may be  further 

divided into a  forward  scattering function f(©),  0< ©<  90° 

and a backward  scattering function b(e), 90< © <  180°. 

The extreme angular dissymmetry of measured light 

14 
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scattering coefficients or(e) in natural waters Indicates 

that most scattered light is forward (0°^ 0<9O0) scattered by 

refraction and transmission through scattering particles and 

diffraction around particle edges (4). A much smaller per- 

centage of light is backscattered 90o< €U lOo0 by reflectioa 

For the double scattering an approximation to the 

scattering function may be easily obtained with the follow- 

ing qualitative argument. Note the scattering within + 10° 

of the forward beam direction accounts for 8c$ of the total 

scattering (17). 

Now f(9) is the forward single scattering coeffl- 

cjent from OO<0<9O0 and b(©) is the backward single scatter- 

ing coefficient where f(O)» b(ö)# In a double scattering 

process the dominant process will be forward scattering 

within 10° of the beam direction.  The forward scattering 

coefficient will be roughly 

f2(e)~f(ö) f(o#) + b(e)2 - f(e) f(ü0), 

the result of two refractions and  transmissions.    The back- 

scattering coefficient will be 

h2{e)~h{e)   fCtf) +   f(oo) bW« 2b(d}f(o^ 

the result of a reflection and a refra'etion and transmission 

in either order. 

Polarization is unchanged by refraction and trans- 

mission so that the double scattered photons returned to the 

receiver will have essentially the same polarization as a 

15 
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singly scattered photon. Hence, reflected LHCP Dight would 

be unchanged after one refractive scatter. A similar argu- 

ment may be applied to multiple  scattering cases. 

- 
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REVIEW OP UNDERWATER LIGHT ATTENUATION 

Chapter Three 

1.  Analysis of Attenuation Into Scattering and 

Absorption 

The radiance N(r) In the field of a collimated 

light source Is attenuated In the ocean according to the 

expression 

N(r) = N(o) e-0^    ; (4) 

N(o) IS the Inherent source radiance, r Is the dis- 

tance down beam where M(r) Is measured and « Is defined as 

the volume attenuation or extinction function (units of re- 

ciprocal length). 

The ocean consists of "pure" sea water and a com- 

position of dissolved organic substances together with sus- 

pended organic and Inorganic partlculate material. I/once, 

the light attenuation coefficient may be expressed as 

Of r Äw +CXs +0Cp 

where o(w is attenuation due to the "pure" sea water, 

o^ B is attenuation due to the dissolved or- 

ganic substances. 

o(p is attenuation due to the partlculate 

matter. 

Any single attenuation coefficient may be further broken 

down into        or^ = a-^ -»■ s^ 

17 
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where a^ Is the effect of light absorption, i.e., a permanent 

loss of light by the conversion of light evergy into heat or 

some other energy form; and s-^ is the scattering of light 

energy out of the collimated beam, simply a spatial redistrt 

bution of light flux. 

For the "pure" water attenuation c/w « aw + sw, D.1ct- 

rich points our that the molecular absorption aw has a much 

greater effect than 3wJ the molecular scattering related to 

thermally caused spatial in homogenities in optical density 

(3). The scattering in the region is proportional to A' 

i.e., Rayleigh scattering. Dietrich states: "....only in 

the spectral region of 380-500 m^x with the maximum at ^60m|jL 

is scattering in "pure" sea water of the same order of mag- 

nitude as absorption. For wavelengths greater than SßOmix, 

the contribution of scattering to extinction is less than 

IJ^." For  680 mfji, s <1 0/00 Ä Duntley points out that in 

the very clearest blue ocean water the scattering by water 

molecules is only 7^ of the total scattering coefficient (4). 

The contribution to attenuation of the dissolved 

organic material is primarily in absorption, i.e.,«s«as . 

This is the "yellow" substance which probably comes from 

decomposing phyto plankton (3,4,12). The effect of the 

Vellow" substance is to cause greater absorption of light 

at tiie shorter bluer wavelengths and hence to shift the 

"pure" sea water maximum at 460m/jL toward the green part of 

the spectrum.  Dietrich estimates that there is 3 to 10 times 

18 
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as much dissolved organic material as live orcanlsms in the 

ocean. 

Particle contributions to volume attenuation are 

mostly scattering In nature, Tyler states that the absorp- 

tion of naturally occurring organic particles can be ignored 

(23, 2^), Burt quotes work by Ross and Kcrr, 1931, to show 

that of the inorganic particles, only a very small fraction 

(no figures given) have absorptive Indices large enough to 

have any appreciable effect on attenuation.  Duniley states 

that the predominant scattering mechanism in the oceans are 

tr&nsparent organisms and other particles large compared to 

the wavelength of light. 

Therefore, it may be assumed that the volume atten- 

uation coefficient for natural ocean waters may be written 

as 

* *  aws+ sp 

to a very close approximation for the visible spectral re- 

gion, where again almost all scattering is caused by sus- 

pended particulate matter. 

Ranges of values for the spectral volume attenua- 

tion coefficient, o^,encountered in natural waters are given 

by Hulbert, Fig. 7.  This data is for distilled, coastal, 

and bay waters (12).  Figures 8 and 9 arc spectral attenua- 

tion coefficients measured by R. Hughes in waters of the 

California current off Fan Clement« Island (13).  Figure 10 

la a composite plot of spectral volume attenuation for 

19 
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Ä« 498.O m^. versus depth In meters for various waters of 

the Northern Pacific Ocean.  This data was taken by the 

author with the Naval Weapons Center Null Balance Transmis- 

someter (8,9). 

Typical limits of ex for the spectral region from 

450 m/A to 550 nyi. are from 0.10<*<0.53 (ln/metei) for sur- 

face waters to 50 to 100 meters depth; and from 0.05<«<0.10 

(In/meter) for waters below 100 meters. As an indication of 

an upper limit for turbid waters, a measurement of attenua- 

tion for A« 498.O m|x performed at the NUWC Morris Dam fresh 

water test facility yielded an «» 4.0 ln/mcter. 

2. Turbidity and Naturally Occurring Scatterers 

According to Dietrich and other sources (3^ 13)^ 

turbidity ie called "seston" and consists of three basic 

components: 

(a) Mineral (minerogenic) turbidity caused by the 

salty runoff of rivers, from the grinding wave and tidal 

action against the shores and shallow coastal bottom, and 

from deep currents scouring the ocean bottom. 

(b) Detritus - the organic and inorganic residue 

formed by the decomposition of organisms; this residue can 

range from the shards of diatomaceous glass shells to or- 

ganic colloids. 

(c) Living organisms - Nanno-, meso-, and macro 

plankton, mostly phyto-plankton (vegetables),diatoms, bac- 
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terla, dlnoflagellatCiB and other plant life plus a smaller 

contribution of zoo-plankton. 

Mineral turbidity Is a very Important contributor 

to spston near land. On the Swedish Deep Sea Expedition 

1947 - 1948, Jerlov reports that the larger sized mineral 

debris from the V.lle  flocculated and settled rapidly such 

thai the surface waters 10 - 20 miles from the river mouth 

would barely show the effects of Nile runoff.  Surface waters 

In the Red Sea contained fine sand blown by the wind from the 

surrounding land mass. This sand did not remain at the sur- 

face but quickly sank.  Surface waters in the Panama Gulf 

contained considerable material flrora the nearby land. Jerlov 

points out that an abundance of terrogenlous material here 

correlated with a general rich supply of nutrients and a 

corresponding large concentration of living organisms (9). 

On the other hand, a complete lack of terrogenlous material 

In the South Central Pacific ocean correlated with a complete 

lack of surface organisms.  No estimation of particle size 

was given other than that sizes of minute particles found in 

dlatomoceous bottom oozes had median diameters of 7 - 8/x. and 

l^cln red clay. For predominately-mlnerogenic particle data 

taken at Borno Station, 16 June 1953» Jerlov reports a pre- 

ponderant number of particles of diameter near lyu. However, 

the fractional contribution of these particles to the total 

cross-sectional area of suspended material was not important 

(14).  Burt reports for Chesapeake Bry water, that the 
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particle diameter distribution was heavily skewed toward 

particles of diameter lyu.    In the same report,  the relative 

refractive indices of common mineral solids,  quartz,  calcite, 

clay,  are listed as ranging between        1.11 to 1.21  (1). 

Living organic material is the chief contributor to 

seston in the surface waters or photic zone of the open ocean. 

Jerlov reports large concentrations  of organisms found where 

deep upwelling equatorial  currents diverge at the surface. 

The mean size of the organisms increases with the amount of 

available nutrients.     Again the largest number of particles 

are found in the smallest diameters   <lp. range.    These in- 

clude bacteria, diatoms,  dinoflagellates,   and some algae. 

However, Jerlov quotes work by Goldberg,  Baker,  and Fox 1952, 

from which it is determined that the large numbers of plank- 

ton with sizes <2/UL contribute less than 1^ of the total sur- 

face of plankton (14),    Tolbert mentioned similar figures 

(22).    Burt reports work by Bennett  (1951)  that organic 

matter, both detritus and living, has refractive indices re- 

lative to water ranging from a low of   1.0 for very watery 

bacteria to a high  m s 1.2 for tooth material. Cellulose, 

starch, muscle fiber,  bone,  some hemoglobin and protein 

fibers have refractive indices around  m = 1.15 (l). 

The detritus,  decomposing organic particulate mat- 

ter,   settles out of the euphotic zone.    According to Duntley, 

concentrations of detritus are found Just above the thermo- 

cline  (4 ).    Jerlov points out that the detritus gradually 
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sinks out of this region on its Journey to the bottom. Temp- 

erature and water density changes determine the sinking rate. 

Jerlov notes that large particles sink rapidly while smaller 

particles may remain suspended for years, and states "  

sma31 particles - though not smaller than one micron - plßy 

the greater part of the suspended material in deep water." 

As ras been previously mentioned, the refractive indices 

range of the detritus will be the same as the cemponents of 

the living organisms. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Chapter Four 

1,    Overview 

Measurements were made of the luminous flux returns 

from  a black and white target placed in a glass tank filled 

with distilled water. Contrast degradation was observed as 

known amounts of small polystyrene latex spheres were added 

to the distilled water. The target was Illuminated by a 

circularly polarized tungsten lamp projector, and viewed 

with a telescopic photometer on which a removeable circularly 

polarizing analyzing filter was affixed. Circularly polar- 

ized light is indistinguishable from natural unpolarized 

light unless viewed with a circular analyzer of opposite 

handedness. The target was first viewed directly without 

the filter on the photometer and measurements taken; the 

circular polarizing analyzer was then placed at the photo- 

meters entrance pupil and the measurements again made. 

The monodisperse polystyrene latex balls placed in 

suspension in the water were from the Dow Chemical Company, 

Midland, Michigan. Six   discrete monodisperse sized balls 

were used. Table I gives the means and standard deviations 

of the diameters of the particles used for each sample as 

measured by the company. 
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Particle 
Mean Diameter (M) 

0.126 
0.234 
0.357 
0.557 
0.796 
1.099 

Std.   Deviation 

0.00^43 
0.0026 
0.0056 
O.OIO8 
O.ÜO83 
0.0039 

Three polydlaperse distrlbutlonr, of styrcno divlnyl- 

benzene copolymer latex were used to simulate tho larger 

ocean particles.  The size dictrlbutlons were S-lbu,  25~55ut 

and 50-IOOLI. The net result was that the effects on 

apparent target contrast of the black and the white target 

against the black velvet background were determined as a 

funtlon of scattering particle diameter and concentration. 

This was done for both the ordinary unpolarider? illuminator 

and for the circularly polarized illuminator and receiver. 

Raw data was collected in the form of target and 

background luminance (ft. lamberts) versus concentration 

(ml.) of scattering solution present in the glass tank. The 

concentrations were converted to attenuation coefficients by 

an application of scattering efficiency formulas given by 

Van de Hülst (26).  Seven measurements were made of the 

volume attenuation coefficient in the tank for light of 

wavelength A= 5^2 mji.    This was done at the beginning of 

each run before any spheres were added to the distilled 

water and at the end when the concentration of spheres was 

a maxiinum. 
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These measured attenuation coefficients were compared 

with the attenuation coefficients derived from the known 

concentrations and approximate Mle scattering theory for 

light of A« 555 m^. 

The apparent contrasts were calculated according to 

the expression 

c   .  *t-h —w.— 
where C Is the contrast of target at the calculated attenua- 

tion coefficients, when the state of polarization Is unpo- 

larlzed or circularly polarized. The luminances N^, Nb refer 

respectively to the measured target and background flux at 

attenuation s. The ratio of the CP contrast to the unpolar- 
c' 

•    was calculated and plotted versus Ized contrast R 

,5 attenuation coefficient for each scatterer size distribution. 

R was also plotted versus scatterer size for selected values 

of attenuation coefficient. By these ratios a comparison 

was made. 

For the measurements the concentrations were such 

that many data points were taken in the attenuation coeffi- 

cient range from 0.0<*<1«0 in/meter. The particles used 

were in six monodisperse diameter distributions from 0.1J?6yu 

to 1.099/j,  and in three polydisperse diameter distributions 

of 6-14^«, 25-55yUi and 50-100yu respectively. Both the atten- 

uation coefficients and particles were of the order encount- 

ered in the ocean as listed In Chapter Three. 
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Fig.  11.     Contrast Measuring Apparatus 

2.  Apparatus 

Figure 11 is a schematic of the laboratory appara- 

tus.  The tank was a 60 cm length x 30.5 cm width x 2lj  cm 

height glass aquarium. When measurements were in progress 

black optical velvet was covered fastened to the inside sides 

and end glass of the tank.  This greatly reduced the inter- 

nal specular reflections in the tank. 

Spectral attenuation coefficients (A= t3;^mj>0 for 

the distilled water without scatteircro was measured end 

found to range from. 0.10 In/meter to O.39 ln/mctcr. 

The tank was f11 Jed with distilled water from 5 

gallon bottles, filtered through a coirjnerclal Filter Corpor- 

ation Fulflo 1^ filter.  Air bubbles that clung to the sides 
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and to the target were stirred away. Fifteen to twenty- 

minutes was allowed for any smaller bubbles that may have 

been introduced during filling to surface and disappear. 

The height of the water in the tank was measured with a 

scale and recorded. 

A target, consisting of two 5" x 3/8" strips cut 

from 1/16" aluminum sheet and fastened upright to a 4" piece 

of heavy aluminum serving as base, was placed at the far end 

of the tank. One strip was painted a flat white and the 

other a flat black with government issue paint. The strips 

were mounted on the base so that they were separated from 

one another by J". This was done to decouple the aura 

effects caused by small angle forward scattering of the 

white  target from the black target. 

One set of Stokes parameter measurements were made 

to find the polarization of the light reflected from the 

targets and background in the water filled tank when illu- 

minated by the quasi-circularly polarized tungsten projector 

lamp. Stokes parameters are well documented in optics texts 

(2, 18). The measurements were performed using Polaroid 

Corporation HNCP37 Circular Polaroid as an analyzer and re- 

tarder and the Model 2000 Gamma-Scientific Telephotometer. 

The general state of polarized light is that of 

elliptical polarization. Any elliptical polarization can be 

further analyzed into linearly polarized and circularly 
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polarized components. This was done and it was found that 

the white target Immersed In the water acted a^; a Lambcrtlan 

diffuse surface. The light from this target was only 5.1^ 

polarized and the circularly polarized component was 2.6$ 

of the light. The light from the background was composed 

of the flux reflected from the optical velvet and any space 

lighting from backccatter In the water. This light was 35.5/0 

polarized Indicating that most of the flux came from the sus- 

pended material In the water. Of the polarized flux, ^13.2^ 

was circularly polarized. 

The reflectivities of the targets were determined 

to be relative to the white target, 

white       = 100.0^ 

black      =   3.3^ 

background  =   1.14^ 

An ordinary slide projector with a 300 watt tung- 

sten bulb and an 125mm focal length f/3.6 projector lens 

served as light source. The projector was mounted on a 

small optical bench, together with a 2" x 2M heat absorbing 

glass and a 2" x 2" Polaroid Corporation HNCP37 circular 

polarization filter.  It evenly illuminated the targets 

through the end window of the tank. To eliminate tue reflec- 

tions from the glass ends and sides of the aquarium the 

source and filters were completely enclosed in a flat black- 

painted cardboard housing that was butted tightly against 
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the  end  of the aquarium.     It was very important that no 

specular reflections from this window were seen by the tele- 

photometer because RHCP light becomes LHCP upon specular 

reflection from this window and behaves exactly like that 

scattered from a Rayleigh scnttering medium.     A RHCP filter 

on the receiver would gate this light out and give a consid- 

erable contrast improvement even if there were no back- 

scatter in the water. 

A Model 2000 Oamma-Scientific Corporation telescopic 

photometer was placed as  near the axis of the light source 

as possible and measured  the light flux from the targets and 

the water background.    The photometer looked at light back- 

scattered from the water  In the angular range  of l6l0 to 

172° measured from the forward axis of the projector beam. 

The photometer is corrected with a photoptic filter such 

that  its response is within a few percent of the visibility 

function, Vx,  of the human eye.    The instrument has an 

internal  calibration lamp  such that all measurements were 

taken in photometric foot  lambert    units.    A 6»  angular 

field of view was used for the target measurements.    The 6» 

field stop minimized   / . any edge convolution effects while 

retaining enough sensitivity to record the returns  from the 

low reflectivity background. 

A removable circularly polarizing analyzer was 

mounted in the field of the telephotometer's collection 

optics by attaching a filter holder to the photometer's 
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light shield. Polaroid Corporation UUCP 37 rlrcular polaris- 

ing sheet material was used both to circularly polarize the 

light source and to analyze the light signal at the photo- 

meter. 

The effective combined spectral distribution, 

T^Vjo of the tungsten lamp, T^ , and the visibility function 

response of the ^-Scientific photometer Vx was computed and 

is shown in Fig. 12. An approximate temperature of 3Ü0ÜoK 

for lamps of this type was found by use of tables of tungsten 

characteristics in reference 10. A spectral distribution 

for a tungsten source of 3000CK temperature was taken from 

a graph in reference 16. The visibility function was listed 

in reference 15. 

The combined curve T-^ V^ has its maximum at A-^Onijj. 

The shape of the curve will be modified only slightly by 

passage through the short water path in the tank. The lumi- 

nous power for the experiment is the total area under the 

curve. 

The HNCP37 circular polarizers used in the source 

and receiver were manufactured by the Polaroid Corporation. 

As described by Polaroid:  "A circular polarizer (CP) con- 

sists of a linearly polarizing filter and a £ wave retarding 

element whose slow and fast axis are at ^5° to the axis of 

the polarizing filter." The retarder in the HNCP37 is of 

the ''chromatic" type. That is, the retardation is only £ 

wave for light at wavelength A" ^60m^ + 5mjuL and the HNCP37 
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only acts as  a good circular polarizer at thin wavelength. 

This wavelength is conveniently at the center of the T^V^ 

curve (Fig. 12).  Figure 12 includes a Polaroid Corporation 

graph showing the spectral transmission of the CP material 

In curve A, and the opposite handedness circular polarisa- 

tion rejection properties In curve B.  Curve E is plotted 

on the T^V^graph showing Its rejection properties for the 

light source--photometer spectral region used. 

Because of the polychromatic nature of the 3O00oK 

tungsten light source and the photometeri TÄVa (Fig. 12), it 

is seen that a small portion of the light in the "wings" of 

T^ V^ was el31ptically polarized.  This elllptlcally polar- 

ized light would have its handedness reversed by a single 

reflection from a particle but would not be perfectly gated 

out by the circular analyzer on the receiver.  Hence, ellip- 

tically polarized light from the "wings" filtered through 

Into the receiver and caused contrast Improvement to slightly 

degrade.  The HNCP37 polarizing filters used were slightly 

inhomogeneous and had a preferred direction of orientation. 

Homogeneous CP filters have no such preference (20).  For an 

arbitrary position of the respective polarization axes of 

the filters on the source and receiver, there was a notica- 

ble "violet" light leak of light reflected from specular 

surfaces or scattering particles.  By visual observation It 

was found that this effect could be minimized if the CP 

filter on trie source and the CP filter on the receiver were 
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oriented such that their respective polarold axes were 

crossed. 

3. Light Attenuation Measurements 

For seven of the contrast measurements spectral 

volume attenuation coefficient measurements were taken in 

the tank of the filtered distilled water without scatterers. 

Volume attenuations coefficients were estimated for the rest 

of the contrast measurements by noting a linear correlation 

of the measured attenuations to the ratio of measured back- 

ground flux to the flux from the white target with no scat- 

terers added to the water. The general method of measuring 

tf is mentioned by Duntley (4). 

An apparatus schematic for the measurement of of is 

pictured in the Fig. 13. A diffuse light source consisting 

of a 7" x 7" x 7" box containing two 100-watt tungsten fila- 

ment bulbs with a 5" x 5" frosted glass window was placed at 

the rear of the tank. The lamp output was periodically 

checked and found to be constant in time. Optical velvet 

lined the two sides of the tank to cut down Internal specu- 

lar reflection.  An Optics Technology 2" x 2" dielectric- 

coated interference filter was affixed to the frosted glass 

window with black optical tape. The rest of the frosted 

glass was blacked out. The filter had a transmission maxi- 

mum at ^ = 542m/x with one half transmission points located 

at * 6mjJL from the center wavelength respectively. The filter 
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converted the source into a source of diffuse spectral llclit 

flux of the interference filter wavelength. 

]■' 

OPTICAU vfLver  ow z  SIPES 

TCLrPHOTOMETEvj 

XNTERPERENCC 

Fig.  13. Attenuation coefficient measuring apparatus. 

The telephotometer with the 6' field looked nor- 

mally through both end windows at the spectral source. Two 

measurements were made,one with the tank empty and one with 

the tank filled with the distilled water. Volume attenua- 

tion was derived as follows for one spectral source: N0 is 

the inherent spectral source radiance. With the tank empty 

the photometer looks at the source and measures radiance 

^1 ~  No ^ac: where (Tap')  iö the transmJ-ssion of f,C)ur air" 

glass interfaces. With the tank filled the photometer is 

focused on the source and measures radiance 

N = N T  2 a. 2 -^r 
^2  "0 ^ ag  gw e 

where TgW    is the transmission of two glass-water interfacrr 
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and r is the light path through water. I.e., the tank 

length in meters. The spectral attenuation Is then 

cy = - H In N2 + 2 In T TT7 
aß 

gw 
; 

- 

Tag " 0'960 and Tgw ■ 0.9964 are calculated from the Fresncl 

reflection formula, assuming refractive indices of air 

ma -  1.0> watermw - 1.33, glass m = 1.5 (27). 

Measurements of oc were also made at the end of 

each run, when the scattering concentration was at a maximum. 

These measurements were compared with attenuation coeffi- 

cients calculated from known particle concentration and 

scattering theory. This will be shown later. 

The range of the attenuation coefficients for the 

distilled water without scatterers was 0.1074 * ^ O.389I 

In/meter.  Ideally for very clear water with negligible 

scattering, the contrast of a target illuminated with natu- 

ral unpolarized light should equal the contrast as measured 

for circularly polarized illumination. As scattering in- 

creases with a corresponding increase in attenuation, the 

ratio of the contrast for the CP target to the unpolarized 

target will become greater.  It was found that the initial 

CP to unpolarized contrast ratio measured with no scatterers 

placed in the water varied directly as the measured attenua- 

tion coefficient. As the measured extinction coefficient 

increased the irr-provement In contrast increased indicating 

that circular polarization was gating out light scattered 

— - .__^m_^«__ - - 
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from unknown scattorers in the water.     Thin effect  WüC  con- 

sidered In the presentation of the contrast Improvement 

computations  to be given. 

4.    Calculation of Sphere Concentration and Attcr)a<.tj on 

Coefficients 

All   of the latex spheres received  from Dow Chemical 

Corporation were in the form of 1C$ + 0.01^ by weight  so.lldn 

in distilled water solutions.    For the monodlspcrse distri- 

butions the calculation of number concentration per unit 

volume was easily done.    The density  of bulk polystyrene In 

given as p =  1.05 gms/cm->  (27).    The initial nusr. concentra- 

tion,  M|   (grns/cm-^)   for the spheres as  received from Dow 

Chemical was determined to be M^  = 0.1005 gras/cm^.     The mass 

of a single  sphere of diameter,  d   (cm),  is 

M1  «      1 TT d3^ 

and the number of spheres per cm-^ is 

Wb 
Mi 

Ni -_A ■  0.100^3 
(1.05) (;d3) 

6 

Typical concentrations are shown in the Table II. 

TABLE       II 

dfc] Nl   [j /cm3) 

0.1 1,825 X 1Ü20 

1.0 1.825 x 1017 

100 1.825 X 1011 
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This large number concentration was severely di- 

luted in preparation of the test scattering solutions. 

The number concentration calculation for the poly- 

disperse distributions was more difficult. Dow Chemical 

could supply no other information than the 1C$ weight con- 

centrations and the diameter limits on the polydisperse dis- 

tributions, i.e., 6$d$l4 , 25$d^55 ,  50<d<100 . To per- 

form the calculation of number concentration it was neces- 

sary to assume a size density distribution function 

N(X) dx - N0 p(x) dx. Three such approximation distribu- 

tions, p{x) dx assumed. These were a raonodlsperse distri- 

bution, a uniform distribution, and a Gaussion distribution, 

N0 war solved for in the same manner as for the monodisperse 

distributions. The number   distribution of spheres was 

Mi 
where Mj is the aver- 
age mass of a single 
sphere. 

then N(x) dx = N0 p (x) dx where N(x) is the number of 

spheres with diameter between x and x+dx. This will be 

further discussed in regard to the calculation of the atten- 

uation coefficient. 

A solution of monodisperse scatterers of known 

concentration was prepared by adding a measured volume of 

scattering material to a known volume of distilled water. 

Generally 0.5 miliiliters of 10%  scattering solution was 

mixed with 99.5 milljliters of distilled water to form the 
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terjt solution. ChemlcaÜ plpottcr. of O.^j and 1.0 ml vero 

used to draw the solution from the sample bottles. The 

accuracy of this method was very (jood, the  error belnp; the 

meniscus of the fluid in the pipette. Some difficulty was 

encountered in keeping the larger spheres (6-lüOyu) in sus- 

pension during a flux measurement. For these the procedure 

was to stir the solution with a glass rod and then quickly 

take a measurement. 

The concentration in the test colutions made from 

the sampler, is then 

for the monodispersc distri- 
bution; and 

AJzOOc^= M0pWd)( .Ji— for the polydisperse distri- 
V, +\L bution. 

Vj ir the total number of millillters of solution taken from 

the somple bottle and Vg is the number of millillters of 

distilled water with which it was mixed. The fina3 concen- 

tration of scatterers per cm^ in the tank was then ... 

V, ♦ SVt-     vs 

where V? is the aquarium volume of water, and SVj^ is the 

total amount of test solution mixed in the tank at any time. 

V'^ was obtained uslns the measured height of the water when 

the tank was filled. Finally 

a similar expression was derived for the polycMsperse dis- 

tributions. 
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In order to compare the data collected for various 

sizes spheres, it was necessary to convert the units of con- 

centration for each sphere sample into the more universal 

units of the corresponding attenuation coefficient. The 

attenuation coefficient is a function not only of concentra- 

tion but also of the projected area of a single sphere, and 

hence represents an obvious means of comparison for different 

sized distributions. 

By definition the volume attenuation coefficient 

is given for a monodisperse distribution by 

where again N is the concentration of spheres and T'c'M the 

projected area of a single sphere. The quantity Qext  is an 

efficiency factor for a single sphere that Is also a function 

of sphere diameter and the relative refractive index of the 

scattering sphere to that of the suspension medium. 

For the polydisperse distribution, N(x)dx « N0P(x) 

dx, the average volume attenuation coefficient is obtained 

from ^«/x 
oc =     f NU) Qc,c/

V> TL£ d* 

The efficiency factors, Qext* could be derived from rigorous 

Mie scattering theory. However, because of the difficulty 

involved in such a derivation, approximation theories cover- 

ing three different size ranges were used instead (26).  For 

the smallest sphere size, d= 0.1{?6yw. Raylcigh-Gans theory 

gave ^eiwM'v«-'! ^  where m« 1,20 is the relative refractive 
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Index of the bulk polvatyrene cind 0 in  a tabulated function 

of tiie diameter refractive index of water, and the spectral 

wavelength {26  ).  The vavelength in air for which all effi- 

ciency factors were calculated was A« 555 ny^ the center of 

the spectral T^ V^ curve. 

For the size range from 0.2V^ <  d < 1.Ü99/U, ana- 

molouG scatterins theory supplied a functional expression 

for the efficiency, 

Qc%i = Z ' 4 sinß. +  4 jj - coj^t 

The Quantity jo is a phase shift term and is given by 

For the larger diameter polydisperse distributions 

use was made of the limiting conoition from Mie theory that 

lim Qcxi -  2.0. The largest error involved \vfith tl»is apprcx- 

imation was for d = 6^. . The error here was ^-15^. For the 

range 14^ - IOOJUL the maximum error was IJo deviation from 

rigorous Mie theory. 

The attenuation coefficient for a concentration of 

monodisperse spheres was 0^= Qett^) H^1" ^0-.,~25 u lV'. g\/; 

where the 0ext is calculated from the approximation theory 

eorreupondlng to the c'izc d. 

For the polydisperse distributions numerical cal- 

culations were made of the mean attenuation coefficient; 

using all three of the oscumod distributions N(x)dx " N^x) 

dx. The three assumed dl-jtrlbutionc were :. . 
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(a) Monodloperse  pf^)c/x= S(K-'K)JX      *»(*.**X)/2 

- 

(b) Uniform 

(c) Gaussian 

where  7 ■ 

r O 

yfznf 

2 

form 

The volume attenuation was calculated in closed 

>6<)JL*Vx .JJLd-- 
for the 

monodisperse and uniform distributions,  and with Gaursian 

quadrature for the Gaussian distribution.    N0 was previously 

evaluated In a similar calculation.    The maximum spread in 

c< »s calculated from the three assume d distributions was 

less than 5.^2» for all three size ranges. 

Table III is a comparison of the attenuation coeffi- 

cients calculated from the above method for light of ^»555"^ 

with the attenuation coefficients measured for light of 

A « 542 m/j. 

The calculated volume attenuation coefficients, 

with the exception of the 0.126^i sphere derived from Ray- 

leigh-Oans theory,  are all larger than the corresponding 

measured attenuation coefficients.    This is to be expected 

because of the finite field of view of the measuring photo- 

meter.    In the theoretical calculation of the attenuation 

coefficient,   light scattered at small  forward angles leaves 
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Plumetor 
0:126 
0.23'* 
0.357 
0.557 
0.796 
-1.099 

TABLE    III 

Measured o( 
In/meter 
 0738" 

1.70 
2.72 
4.36 
4.48 
5.96 

Calculated U 
In/lie tcv 

Ü.50B~ 
2.02 
3.12 
^.79 
4.69 
6.95 

^ Difference 
12TÜ 

-18.7 
-14.7 
- 9.9 
- 4.7 
-16.6 

the beam and is assumed distinguishable from the unscattered 

lißht.  it is not "measured" by a theoretically infinite- 

simal detector.    However,  in real measurements the detector 

has a finite size and cannot distinguish small-angle forward 

scattered light from unscattered light.    Hence,   some 

scattered light will reach the photometer and the measured 

attenuation coefficients will be smaller than the 

theoretically  calculated coefficients, 

5.    Results 

Because of the low reflectivity and correspond- 

ingly small inherent contrasts of the black target for 

both polarized and unpolarizcd light, the data collected 

war deemed to be of little quantitative interest as the 

black targets merged into the background with only a little 

scattering material in the water. Hew3ver, it was shown 

qualitatively that for the target there was little differ- 

ence in contrast betwoon the polarised and unpolarized 

lighting.  Hence, the graphical data presented is only for 
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the white target. 

The apparent contrasts, C, for each attenuation 

coefficient value and each polarization state were calculat- 

ed from the definition 

C= bb "^ 

where  N* ■ target luminance 

^k :: background luminance. 

The inherent contrasts of the white target with no 

scatterers in the water differed depending upon whether the 

target was illuminated with the unpolarized light or with 

the CP light. When illuminated with the CP light, the 

inherent contrast was generally greater, ranging from 

1,0 to 1.95 times the unpolarized inherent contrast. 

This was believed to be caused by the Rayleigh molecular 

scattering of the water and by small motes and dust parti- 

cles remaining in the water in spite of the filtration 

system. To decouple this effect and to obtain a measure of 

the contrast improvement related only to the arbitrary 

size and concentration of latex scattering spheres in the 

tank at any time, it was necessary to normalize the 

measured apparent contrasts at attenuation rt, C(ä), by the 

measured inherent contrast, C (o), at attenuat'on o(= 0 for 

the corresponding polarizatJon state. Figures m~?.2  are 

plots of the normalized contrasts versus the calculated 

attenuation coefficients, <*, for a specific sphere size. 

The curves for the CP contrasts and the unpolarized 

f. 
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contrasts are appropriately labeled.  On the plots for 

sphere sizes 0.126p. £ d < 1.099^,   the ratio of the circular 

polarized contrast to the unpolarized contrast is plotted 

with a dotted line.  It may be seen that this ratio de- 

creases with increasine sphere size and is Just barely pre- 

sent for the 1.099M spheres.  The range 0 ^«5.70 (in/meter) 

is of the magnitude encountered in most of the ocean. 

From these graphs it is easily seen that contrast 

is improved for the smaller diameter d < 0.557/^-spheres at 

all concentrations, the improvement becoming more marked 

as the scatterer concentration and corresponding attenuation 

coefficient increase. The d « 0.796A<. spheres show about a 

20^ contrast improvement ratio for ail attenuations, while 

the d n 1,099/A show no improvement in contrast ratios. A]l 

of the contrast improvement ratios in the size ranges ö-l^yw, 

25-^O/w, and 5Ü-100/X. are less than 1.0, indicating a degrada- 

tion in CP contrast. 

Figure 23 is a plot showing the effectiveness of 

CP contrast improvement as a function of sphere size for 

various attenuations.  It may be seen that for all sphere 

sizes and all attenuations in the range 0<«<1.0 In/m con- 

trast ratios increase with the exception of the 1.099yt>c 

sized spheres for «= 0.25. 
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DISCUSSION 

Chapter Five 

The purpose of this work has been to investigate the 

conditionality of CP contrast improvement as a function of 

diameter and concentration. This study plus knowledge of 

natural scattering conditions conditions allows some quali- 

tative remarks to be made concerning the effect of CP con- 

trast improvement in the ocean. 

To summarize the experimental results, it was found 

that for the nonaborbing polystyrene latex spheres with 

relative refractive index of M = 1.20, the apparent contrast 

of the white target to the background composed of the velvet 

backing and the scattered space light in the receiver's 

field of view, improved for all concentrations of scattcrers 

with diameters of d < 0.796L(. For the spheres of dlameterd 

s 1.099uthe contrast was slightly improved for concentra- 

tions corresponding to the range of attenuations found in 

the ocean. For the scatterer distributions from 6-100JUL 

diameter CP degraded contrast for all concentrations. 

1. ^Extrapolation to Natural Ocean 

To consider the applicability of CP contrast im- 

provement to the varied waters of the ocean, it is necessary 

to first note: 

(a) Those ocean areas where the concentration and 
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size of scatterers is of the same order as those experimen- 

tal scatterers for which contrast was improved, and 

(b)  to more closely note what contrast is in rela- 

tion to an optical system and to consider the trade offs 

necessary to use CP for contrast improvement. 

The ocean may be roughly divided into two geoloßi- 

cal zones. These are coastal waters and open ocean. The 

open ocean may be further divided into three vertical zones, 

the surface water or euphotic zone, the middle water, and 

the bottom.  Comparison of the scatterers found in each zone 

with the scatterers used in the experiment allow the follow- 

ing comments: 

(a) Rivers and ocastal waters, i.e., usually with- 

in 10 to 20 miles of land near the mouths of rivers. These 

waters contain large amounts of terrogenious particulate 

matter ranging from clay, silt, and fine sand to plant and 

animal debris. The largest volume of particulate matter is 

contained in particles large compared to the wavelength of 

light (13, 14). The relative refractive index as given by 

Burt for the bulk of such material is about *»« 1.20 (l).  It 

is, therefore, highly unlikely that circular polarization 

will improve contrasts in such areas and will quite probabty 

cause degradation. 

(b) The surface waters or euphotic zone of the 

open ocean normally rangeii from a few meters to about 100 

meters below the surface. This layer is the most active 
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region of organic growth in the ocean because of the lar^e 

availabe amounts of sun light. The most active organic 

growth activity is found in regions of diverging upwelllng 

currents and plentiful nutrients.  Conversely areas of con- 

verging downwelling currents represent very poor organic 

activity. The major scatterers are organisms with refrac- 

tive indices in the range 1.0im£l«13«  The majority are 

phyto plankton and range in size from bacteria ü.02^.<d4S0|uiJ 

to diatoms and dinoglagellates of diameters Ip.<d<]Oüp. 

Volume attenuation measurements made in highly productive 

Aleutian waters for ^= 489.3 mja show maximum values of 0.52 

in/meter, well within the range of attenuation covered In 

the experiment.  It is very likely that there will be some 

contrast Improvement in these waters especially for back- 

scatter from the particles less than 1^ diameter. 

(c) The middle waters of the ocean extend from 

100 meters below the surface, the lower euphotic zone, to a 

few meters from the bottom.  Since the average depth of the 

ocean is about 38OO meters, this region Is roughly 97^ of 

the ocean waters (21).  The major light scatterers consist 
■ 

of detrital material settling from the surface waters. These 

ha^e basically the same refractive index range 1.0<m<l.ljj 

as the surface partlculate matter, Jerlov notes that the 

sinking rate of the smaller pat tides is much slower (on the 

order of weeks or Months] than the larger particles (13). 

Because of this the particles found in this region are 
■ 
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predominately or diameters d < 1/i.     The volume ottenaaUon 

coefficJcnt for thlü region is generally very low, 0.05<«<.10 

In/mctcr,  indicating that most state  of the art underwater 

optical  systems would be absorptlon-and not contrast-limited. 

For pocGlble future hishcr-power systems  circular polariza- 

tion would definitely improve target  contrast in this region 

of the ocean. 

(d) Bottom waters range from several meters above 

the bottom to the bottom. Jerlov has sampled single layers 

of fine particles near the bottom of diameter (13).  Obser- 

vers from the Naval Electronic Laboratory, San Diego, have 

noted similar bottom layers of partlculate matter while in 

the bathyscape Trieste.  No estimates are known of the size 

of scatterers in these layers. However, Jerlov states that 

in geological bottom samples fine clay particles of diameter 

l.OitK. d J» S.Ouand diatomaceous particles of diameter d ^ 7.0 

- 10.0/^ have been found.  Although the particle size  distri- 

butions are not known, some contrast improvement with cir- 

cularly polarized light may be expected. 

2. Application 

Apparent contrast has been considered simply from a 

photometric measurement point of view. Apparent contrast 

ratios have been defined photometrically for varying sphere 

sizes and concentrations. However, for practical applica- 

tion of CP contrast improvement in any scattering mcdiuM, 

the real receiver's signal transfer characteristics must be 
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taken into account to predict vinibility range. 

The CP contrast improvement technique necessarily 

reduces the effective input signal power by 0.3 to as much 

as 1.2 log units depending upon the particular polarizers 

and filter disposition used. Because of this power reduc- 

tion, the useful dynamic range of the receiver system must 

be considered. 

Contrast improvement may be applied to two areas of 

interest for real receivers. The first is the area of im- 

provement of image "visibility," The second is the increas- 

ing of visibility range. The following is meant only as a 

qualitative discussion of limitations to be expected when 

using the CP contrast improvement technique and is not meant 

to be en exhaustive treatise in either photographic or vid- 

icon camera systems. 

Real Receivers and Image Visibility. Let H repre- 

sent input signal power (luminance, illuminance, etc.) and 

E output power then significant features of receivers are: 

1. The saturation signal, Hs, The output signal does 

not change with additional amounts of input signal above Hs. 

2. The threshold signal H-tn«  Input signals of lesser 

magnitude than H^h cause output signals to be burled In 
■ 

system noise and be undetectable. 

3. The j-characteristic elope of the receiver translbr 

curve defined as the ratio of change of the log of the out- 
■ 

put signal, E, to the log of the input signal, H, 

wy 
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4. The dynamic range of the receiver here defined as 

log Jig-log Hth = logHf/Hth. Signals In this range are recog- 

nized. 

5. The receiver has a contrast sensitivity threshold 

increnont€ . That is, the receiver cannot "resolve" targets 

with apparent contrasts less than €, 

For Image visibility enhancement assume that the 

optical Imnglng system is located in water where circular 

polarization will increase apparent contrast by decreasing 

background. The receiver is working in its linear signal 

region.  Without CP the image falling on the photo-active 

surface of the receiver has a white target to background 

illuminance ratio of ■§£. The corresponding output signal 

ratio for the general receiver is Y«-^).  (For the vidicon 

television camera /= .65 - .70, and for the photographic 

film Yls an experimental function of time y=y^0-e /where 

4,, k are characteristics of the particular film.)(6, 19). 

Now when the CP contrast improvement technique is 
■ 

used, a CP filter is first placed on the source (assume per- 

fect filters, 0.3 log units optical density). This reduces 

the output of an unpolarized source to 50^ of its unpolar- 

ized luminous power. The logarithmic input signal to the 

receiver decreases by 0.3 log units.  A CP filter analyzer 

is then put on the receiver. This reduces the luminous power 

fron, any Lambertipn targets located in the receiver's field 

of view by at least t>0$  or 0.:^ 3 og units.  Hence, the addi- 
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tlon of the two CP filters to the system has caused the 

white target image illuminance, H^, to be decreased by 0.6 

log units from H^. The background illuminance, H^,  has de- 

creased by more than 0.6 log units because contrast has 

been improved. Hence, the new CP white target to back- 

ground illuminance ratio in the image is greater than 

the old ratio (Ht/Hi))>(Ht/^b) and three cases must be 

considered with regard to the signal transfer characteristic 

curve; 

(u) If Hb>Hth and (Kt/Hb)>(Ht/Hb) 
* 

(b) If Hb<Hth but (Ht/iith)>(Ht/Hb) 

there will be a "visibility" improvement. However, if 

(c) Hb < Hth, but (Hi/Hth) < (Ht/Hb), 

there will be a degradation in visibility because the 

receiver has now become power limited. 

Photographic film typically has a linear input 

region ( # = constant) of about 1.3 to 1.5 log units (19). 

Output optical density ranges from 1.0 to 3.0 units depend- 

ing upon the particular development time and type of emul- 

sion. It may be easily seen that if the addition of the CP 

filters reduces the input signal by 0.6 log units and the 

white target to background illuminance ratio in the image is 

of the order of 1.0 to 2.0 log units, then the usefulness of 

• 
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CP contrast Improvement will be severely limited by the use- 

ful dynamic range of the film. This limitation on some 

types of film has been qualitatively observed in a few of 

the preliminary tests. 

An artificially illuminated target against a watery 

background was viewed with CP and without, and a large im- 

provement of contrast was noted. The same target was then 

photographed. The exposure of the film was below the film's 

threshold requirement and no target was observed. However, 

with a correct choice of film and a variable luminous output 

light source, the exposure of circularly polarized images 

can always be kept within the useful region of the film, 

giving improved visibility in the final photographs. 

The vidicon camera has a useful dynamic input range 

of from 3.6 to 4.0 log units, and hence may be more likely 

to Improve visibility under contrast limited conditions. 

The vidicon system accomplishes this wide dynamic range by 

having an electronic automatic photoconductive target volt- 

age control (ATC) that compensates for light level changes 

caused by placing the CP filter in the system.  However, 

because of the electronic nature of the system as the input 

sensitivity of the vidicon is Increased, electronic noise 

Increases also and a point is reached where any decrease Jn 

background seen on a TV monitor is matched by an increase in 
■ 

electronic noise-caused luminance. 

To summarize,   CP contrast improvement will enhance 
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if the addition of the CP filter doesn't lower 

ound signal below the threshold or cause internal 

oise to supplant background light as the contrast 

isiblllty Range Considerations. Assume that the 

receiver with the above mentioned characteristics 

a small target illuminated by a light source lo- 

to the receiver.  The target has a diffuse Lsm- 

rface of reflectivity and 13 shown against a water 

extending to infinity. The volume attenuation 

b of the water is o< .  The target is located such 

on the projection axis of the source and at a 

in the source for field region. The light source 

Jl luminous intensity of J0. On the axis at a 

from the source the luminous intensity is J(r) ■ 

?he target illuminance at the receiver collection 
A -Zttr 

5 then Ht = /* **      & e ,  a function of r. 

msider the transfer characteristic of the re- 

le light source is circularly polarized with a 

!t  the resulting input target signal  be equal to 

ie receiver has no circular analyzer in place so 

ively the input signal light is unpolarized.   Let 

arget signal be well  above the input  threshold, 

sume that the receiver is contrast limited,   so 

t - HJJ «•€ ,   the receiver's contrast  sensitivity 

■  -- -    --■    --      ■"-      '     "        ' ■.*.«~i.l !■      iinfi 



threshold increment.  If the target is moved any further 

from the receiver, Ht will decrease and the target will dis- 

appear. 

The CP analyzer is put in place in the receiver 

and contrast is Improved.  The target may now be moved fur- 

ther away from the receiver until it either becomes contrast 

limited or the input target signal decreases below the thres- 

hold illuminance H^. 

The increase in range due to the contrast improve- 

ment is calculated as follows: Assume the receiver is con- 

trast limited at the range r0. The contrast of target to 

background is H^ - %  € , so that the background signal 

H B 

»B " «t 
€fl 

A circular polarizing filter and analyzer is then 

placed over the receiver's collecting optics. This filter 

has a transmissivity for input unpolarized light of K where 

0.ü<K^0.5. The filter improves the apparent contrast of 

the target by a contrast improvement ratio of R where Re 

is the CP contrast. Letting primes ' denote CP illuminance 

the input target signal is now Ht (r0) = K H^ (r ). The 

new background illuminance is  Hl^r»)« HL(M_  and is un- 

changed with range r. The target range may now be increased, 

until the target illuminance decreases to cause the system 

to again become contrast limited at distance r, . Then 

K- (rO  = (e+ 1) Hg (r0), or H^ (r^ *j$tMt  (r0). 
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Puttinc into logarithmic form and simplifying we 

get an equation for r^, the new contrast limited range, in 

terms of the old contrast limited range r0 and the contrast 

improvement ratio R 
R6 «-I 

4 In r1+ 2oir    = 2 oc r0+4ln r0 + In -fe ^ j^ 

This equation must be solved graphically.  This was done 

for some of the experimental data. 

Calculations were made of the anticipated visibi- 

lity range improvement caused by CP contrast improvement 

for the 0.126p, 0.23^, 0.557^, and the 0.796/x.diameter 

sphere experimental data.  For this calculation the con- 

trasts for all sphere were taken for concentrations near 

K» 0.50 In unit/meter; and the measured unpolarized contrast 

was substituted for € .  This means that the distance cal- 

culated will be that distance at which the CP contrast 

equals the unpolarized contrast at the old distance r0- 

0.603 meter. 

The results of the calculations are presented 

in the table below. 

TABLE IV 

Sphere    c(             r0(m) 
Diameter (in/m)  

Unpolar- 
CP     ized    r-jfrn) 
Contrast Contrast 

loor| 

0.126 0.508 .603 69.0 11.6 0.845 41.5^ 

0.243 0.606 .603 73.1 30.0 0.73 21.0^ 

0.557 0.479 .603 64.0 41.7 O.665 10.0^ 

0.796 0.519 .603 48.8 32.6 0.655 8.7^ 
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In the table r^ Is the new distance. 

As may be seen from the table the usefulness of CP 

for increasing visibility range decreases as increasing 

sphere size. 

3.  Summary 

A contast Improvement method has been conceived fcr 

underwater lighting and viewing systems uüing circular po- 

larizing filters.  In preliminary work it was discovered 

that CP for improving contrast appeared to be conditionally 

dependent upon scattering properties of the water in which 

the system was used. 

Circular polarization would improve contrast under 

one set of receiver-water conditions and have no noticeable 

effect in another set. An investigation was conducted in 

two parts:  (l) to determine significant light scattering 

properties of natural waters by a literature search. Specl- 

ficnlly, these properties were the size, concentration (or 

light attenuation) and refractive index ranges of the natu- 

ral scatterers.  (2) to conduct an engineering study in .. 

which the degradation of apparent contrast of a Lambertian 

target could be noted in waters with known scattering prop- 

erties similar to those encountered in natural waters. 

In the literature search it was found that for 97,^ 

o'.' the ocean's volume, small particles of diameter near lu , 

with relative refractive Indices between 1.00 and 1.13, pre- 

dominate in number and quite possibly in total ccatterln.; ,•'■ 

• 
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effect. 

In the experimental work spherical scatterers of 

sizes ranging from 0.1 ^L to 100u. with a relative refractive 

index of 1,20 were used for contrast degradation. It was 

found that circular polarization of source and receiver 

definitely improved contrasts of a white Lambertian target 

for all spheres with diameters less than 0.79bp. for all 

concentrations. Scattering spheres of diameter 1.0u showed 

a very slight contrast improvement for attenuation coeffi- 

cients between 0.25 — 1»0 In/meter. For spheres of dia- 

meters from 6-100/jt diameter, circular polarization caused a 

degradation in contrast. 

Comparing the information obtained on the ocean's 

natural scattering particle distribution with the experi- 

mental study, it was determined that circular polarization 

could improve the apparent contrast of an image falling on 

the photo-sensitive area of an optical receiver. However, 

it was then noted that the "visibility" enhancement of image 

or an increase in visibility range could only be accomplished 

if the signal transfer characteristics of receiver were con- 

sidered.  If the addition of the circular polarizing filters 

to a system caused the system to become power limited then 

no benefit would be derived from the addition of the filters. 

For a vidicon television camera tube, a decrease in input 

signal light flux when adding the CP filters could cause the 

TV system electronic noise to supplant the backscattercd 
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light flux as the contrast llmiter. 

A simple mathematical model of the target and back- 

ground-caused receiver illumination was constructed to show 

possible improvements in visibility range for some of the 

experimental data.  For the model and the data chosen, range 

improvement was from 9 to 40^. 

It is important that the effect of circular polar- 

ization for contrast improvement be found for the 97^ of the 

ocean where the small scatterers abound, as it is quite 

possible that future Deep Submergence Vehicles will operate 

in this region with blue-green laser light sources. Both 

optical imaging systems and optical radar systems are 

feasible. Since lasers are necessarily sources of linearly 

polarized light, the conversion of this light to circularly 

polarized light could be accomplished by the addition of a 

-J—wave retarder with negligible power loss.  The only lossy 

element in a CP laser-receiver system would be a CP filter 

on the receiver, resulting in a signal power loss of only 

0.3 to 0.5 log units. 
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